TORRE DELLE STELLE | SOUTH-EASTERN SARDINIA

Villa delle Stelle

Villa delle Stelle is a peaceful oasis: The 130 m² villa with panoramic terrace is situated amid the gently rolling hills near Torre delle Stelle, surrounded by fragrant macchia. The garden adjoins an easily accessible rocky beach, and the nearest sandy beach is only 5 minutes away. Book now!

♀ 7 Persons  ⏰ 4 Bedrooms  ⬛ 2 Bathrooms  ⛷ 150m to the beach  💳 Price category: H
Quiet dream villa right on the ocean

Villa delle Stelle is a peaceful oasis: The 130 m² villa with panoramic terrace is situated amid the gently rolling hills near Torre delle Stelle, surrounded by fragrant macchia. The garden adjoins an easily accessible rocky beach, and the nearest sandy beach is only 5 minutes away. This magnificent refuge with its absolute peace and quiet is only 20 minutes from Cagliari, the vibrant capital city of the island with its exclusive restaurants, cozy eateries and cultural highlights. The nearby restaurant Il Saraceno, as well as the supermarket of Signora Palmini, keep natives and vacationers supplied with food and drink including fine pasta fresca.

Villa delle Stelle is your vacation house on Sardinia, if you...

... are looking for an exclusive villa with lots of space.
... would like to vacation in style far from bustling tourists.
... would like a private swimming spot near your accommodations.

Spacious dream villa amid spellbinding natural beauty

When is luxury at its most resplendent? When there is absolute quiet and nothing but the ocean! Villa delle Stelle is a captivating estate at an exclusive isolated location, surrounded by mature olivastro trees and fragrant green macchia. The 130 m² living area is distributed over two floors in a staggered design. The stylishly furnished living quarters open on the large-scale terrace where you can experience the authentic Mediterranean lifestyle. Treat your eyes to the panoramic view of the nearby bay or get together around the barbecue for a pleasant cookout. Catch your breath on the comfortable sun loungers in the well-kept, flowering garden – before returning to the picturesque rocky bay for more swimming, snorkeling or scuba-diving.
### House details
- 7 Persons
- Private setting
- 4 Bedrooms
- 2 Bathrooms
- 3 Double beds
- 1 Single bed
- 150m to the beach
- Seaview
- Suitable for toddlers
- Pets permitted
- Property fenced
- 2 Parking spaces

### Amenities
- Washing machine
- Dishwasher
- Oven
- TV - SAT (Astra)
- Flatrate (30 €/stay)
- No safe
- No A/C
- No fireplace
- Stone BBQ
- Flyscreen
Torre delle Stelle – a relaxed holiday destination in south Sardinia

With its laid-back atmosphere, it’s impossible not to fall in love with Torre delle Stelle. The pretty holiday village in the south of Sardinia was created around 30 years, framed by two stunning, sandy beaches. Translating as ‘Star Tower’, it welcomes celebs and holidaymakers alike. After all, mansions owned by rock stars are just at home here as cozy holiday lets for families. Torre delle Stelle is located below the impressive panoramic road between Cagliari and Villasimius. The old Saracen tower Torre de Su Fenugu originally gave the village its name and still sits quietly on its throne above the small holiday paradise. Bathing along sandy beaches with crystal-clear water, a diving course with a German-speaking diving school, feasting on pasta fresca in typical Sardinian restaurants – there’s truly nothing more relaxing than the sweet idleness that reigns here.

Around Torre delle Stelle: dream beaches and wild Sardinian mountain life

Nearby beaches

- Genn´e Mari
- Cann´e Sisa
- Spiaggia di Solanas
Terrace with sea view

View of the house and the sea in front of the house

Bay of Torre delle Stelle

Beautiful tiled space to relax

Terrace with sea view over the bay

Lounge furniture to relax with a sea view

Bright living room

Sofa in the living room
Fully equipped kitchen

Kitchen and dining area in one

Bedroom 1 with double bed and terrace access

Bathroom with shower

Bedroom 2 with double sized bed

Bedroom 3 with double sized bed and storage space

Bedroom 3 from the corridor

Bedroom 4 with single bed
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